Abstract. In these notes we show how every p-local compact group can be described as a direct limit of p-local finite groups. As a consequence, we deduce a number of important results about p-local compact groups. 
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The concept of p-local compact group, where p is a fixed prime number, was introduced in the last decade by C. Broto, R. Levi and B. Oliver in [BLO07] to provide a unifying, categorical language to study several classes of groups from a p-local point of view, including finite groups, compact Lie groups, p-compact groups and algebraic groups over algebraic closures of fields of characteristic different from p.
In view of the many setups that p-local compact groups model, it is no surprise that this theory is not very well understood yet, but nevertheless one can conjecture several structural results. Some of these results were already conjectured in [BLO07] , like a version of the Stable Elements Theorem, which is a strong computational tool for the mod p cohomology of the classifying space of a p-local compact group, or a description of the homotopy type of certain mapping spaces.
A reader familiar with the theory of p-local finite groups will know that the proofs of these results for p-local finite groups, and many other important results, depend ultimately on the use of a certain biset, which is at the core this theory. And it is there where the 1 main problem for p-local compact groups resides, since there is no such biset in this more general context. An alternative to the biset is necessary, and we find it in a structural result by E. M. Friedlander and G. Mislin, [FM84] and [FM86] , that relates compact Lie groups to towers of finite groups. More specifically, the authors prove that the classifying space of a compact Lie group can be approximated (up to p-completion in the sense of A. K. Bousfield and D. M. Kan [BK72] ) by classifying spaces of finite groups.
In this paper we prove a generalization of the result of Friedlander and Mislin for plocal compact groups. It is almost astonishing how easily many results for p-local finite groups extend to p-local compact groups as a consequence of this approximation result that replaces the use of the biset by arguments on telescopes of classifying spaces of plocal finite groups. We do not intend to deceive the reader here, the biset for p-local finite groups is still an unavoidable tool, but it seems that in order to prove a result for p-local compact groups it is enough to prove it for p-local finite groups and then proceed by a limit argument.
Let us be more precise. A p-local compact group is a triple G = (S, F , L), where S is a discrete p-toral group (a p-group with a normal subgroup of finite index that is isomorphic to a finite direct product of copies of Z/p ∞ ), F is a saturated fusion system (a category with object set the subgroups of S, and whose morphisms are group monomorphisms, subject to a certain set of conditions), and L is a centric linking system (a category with object set a certain collection of subgroups of S, again subject to a certain set of conditions). The classifying space of G is the p-completed space BG = |L| ∧ p in the sense of [BK72] . Roughly speaking, by an approximation of G by p-local finite groups we mean a family of p-local finite groups {G i = (S i , F i , L i )} i≥0 , such that L i ⊆ L i+1 ⊆ L for all i, and such that the homotopy colimit of the spaces BG i is equivalent to BG after p-completion (see Section 2 for the precise definition).
Given a p-local compact group G = (S, F , L), we construct an approximation by p-local finite groups by taking fixed points of G by the action of an unstable Adams operation on G, originally introduced in [JLL11] for p-local compact groups. This essentially reproduces the results of [FM84] and [FM86] , where the authors construct approximations of classifying spaces of compact Lie groups by classifying spaces of finite groups by taking fixed points of a certain algebraic group by a Frobenius automorphism.
Theorem A. Every p-local compact group can be approximated by p-local finite groups.
Almost immediately, one can deduce the Stable Elements Theorem [BLO03, Theorem 5.8] for p-local compact groups, which computes the mod p cohomology of the classifying spaces of a p-local compact group as a subalgebra of the mod p cohomology of its Sylow p-subgroup. is an isomorphism.
Once this is proved, the spectral sequence of [DR14] is deduced easily. This spectral sequence, which coincides with the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence in some cases, is rather interesting, since it uses only a strongly closed subgroup of a fusion system, instead of a normal fusion subsystem, and thus is much more versatile. As a consequence, we deduce the following generalization of [DR14, Corollary 6 .3], which itself was already a generalization of a theorem of Tate.
Theorem C. Let F be a saturated fusion system over a discrete p-toral group S. Let also R ≤ S be a strongly F -closed subgroup of S, and let M be a Z (p)
-
Corollary D. Let G = (S, F , L) be a p-local compact group, and suppose that the restriction homomorphism H

(BG; F p ) → H
(BS; F p ) is an isomorphism. Then G is the p-local compact group associated to the group S.
Another relevant consequence of Theorem A is the following result describing the homotopy type of certain mapping spaces, which generalizes [BLO03, Theorem 6.3], and which was also conjectured in [BLO07] .
Theorem E. Let G = (S, F , L) be a p-local compact group, and let P be a discrete p-toral group. Then, each component of the mapping space Map(BP, BG) has the homotopy type of the classifying space of a p-local compact group, which can be thought of as the "centralizer" of the image of the corresponding homomorphism P → S.
Finally, we deduce a version of the Peter-Weyl Theorem on representations of p-local compact groups, by combining finite approximations of p-local compact groups with results of [CL09] and [CC13] . By a unitary representation of a p-local compact group G = (S, F , L) we mean a map f : BG → BU(N) ∧ p which is a homotopy monomorphism at p (see Section 5 for further details).
Theorem F. Every p-local compact group has a unitary representation.
We expect the results presented in this paper to have a deep repercussion in the theory of p-local compact groups, specially Theorem A, which so far is the only reasonable replacement for the biset of p-local finite groups. In this sense, it would be interesting to analyze the Burnside ring of a p-local compact group G = (S, F , L), and compare it with the Burnside rings of a given approximation of G by p-local finite groups, for which much is already known, see for example [RS13] , [DL09a] , [DL09b] , [RS13] , [GR15] and [GRY15] .
Organization of the paper. In Section 1 we review the basic definitions and results about p-local compact groups that we need in later sections. In Section 2 we construct finite approximations of p-local compact groups, proving Theorem A. Section 3 contains the proofs of Theorem B and C. Section 4 contains the proof of Theorem E. Section 5 contains the proof of Theorem F.
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Background on p-local compact groups
In this section we review all the definitions and results about p-local compact groups that we need in this paper. The main references for this section are [BLO03] , [BLO07] and [BLO12] . Definition 1.1. A discrete p-torus is a group which is isomorphic to (Z/p ∞ ) r for some finite number r ≥ 0. A discrete p-toral group P is a group which is isomorphic to an extension of a finite p-group by a discrete p-torus.
In other words, a discrete p-toral group P fits in an exact sequence
where P 0 is a discrete p-torus and π is a finite p-group. The rank of P, denoted by rk(P), is r, where P 0 (Z/p ∞ ) r , and the order of P is then defined as the pair |P| de f = (rk(P), |π(P)|), considered as an element of N 2 ordered lexicographically. This way we can compare the order of two discrete p-toral groups. For instance, we write |Q| ≤ |P| if either rk(Q) < rk(P), or rk(Q) = rk(P) and |π(Q)| ≤ |π(P)|.
Definition 1.2.
A fusion system over a discrete p-toral group S is a category F whose object set is the collection of all subgroups of S and whose morphism sets satisfy the following conditions:
(i) Hom S (P, Q) ⊆ Hom F (P, Q) ⊆ Inj(P, Q) for all P, Q ∈ Ob(F ); and (ii) every morphism in F factors as an isomorphism in F followed by an inclusion.
Given a fusion system F , we say that P, Q ∈ Ob(F ) are F -conjugate if they are isomorphic as objects in F . The F -conjugacy class of an object P is denoted by P F . Definition 1.3. Let F be a fusion system over a discrete p-toral group S, and let P ≤ S.
• P is fully
The fusion system F is saturated if the following three conditions hold.
(I) For each P ≤ S which is fully F -normalized, P is fully F -centralized, Out F (P) is finite and Out S (P) ∈ Syl p (Out F (P)). (II) If P ≤ S and f ∈ Hom F (P, S) are such that f (P) is fully F -centralized, and if we set
. is an increasing sequence of subgroups of S, with P = ∞ n=1 P n , and if f ∈ Hom(P, S) is a homomorphism such that f | P n ∈ Hom F (P n , S) for all n, then f ∈ Hom F (P, S). Definition 1.4. Let F be a saturated fusion system over a discrete p-toral group S.
Given a saturated fusion system F over a discrete p-toral group S, we denote by F c and F r the full subcategories of F with object sets the collections of F -centric and Fradical subgroups, respectively. We also set F cr ⊆ F for the full subcategory of F -centric F -radical subgroups.
Proving that a given fusion system is saturated is a rather difficult task, even when the fusion system is finite, but there are some techniques that may be helpful. One of this techniques, which we will use in later sections, is [BCG + 05, Theorem A], restated as Theorem 1.6 below. Definition 1.5. Let F be a fusion system over a finite p-group S, and let H ⊆ Ob(F ) be a subset of objects.
• F is H -generated if every morphism in F is a composite of restrictions of morphisms in F between subgroups in H .
• F is H -saturated if the saturation axioms hold for all subgroups in the set H . Theorem 1.6. Let F be a fusion system over a finite p-group S, and let H be a subset of objects of F closed under F -conjugacy and such that F is H -generated and H -saturated. Suppose further that, for each F -centric subgroup P H , P is F -conjugate to some Q such that
Then F is saturated.
The concept of transporter system associated to a fusion system was first introduced in [OV07] for fusion systems over finite p-groups, and then extended to discrete p-toral groups in [BLO12] , with centric linking systems being a particular case. We refer the reader to the aforementioned sources for further details.
Let G be a group and let H be a family of subgroups of G which is invariant under G-conjugacy and over-groups. The transporter category of G with respect to H is the category T H (G) with object set H and morphism sets
for each pair of subgroups P, Q ∈ H . Definition 1.7. Let F be a fusion system over a discrete p-toral group S. A transporter system associated to F is a nonempty category T such that Ob(T ) ⊆ Ob(F ) is closed under F -conjugacy and over-groups, together with a pair of functors
satisfying the following conditions.
(A1) The functor ε is the identity on objects and an inclusion on morphism sets, and the functor ρ is the inclusion on objects and a surjection on morphism sets. (A2) For each P, Q ∈ Ob(T ), the kernel
acts freely on Mor T (P, Q) by right composition, and ρ P,Q is the orbit map of this action. Also, E(Q) acts freely on Mor T (P, Q) by left composition. (B) For each P, Q ∈ Ob(T ), ε P,Q : N S (P, Q) → Mor T (P, Q) is injective, and the composite ρ P,Q • ε P,Q sends g ∈ N S (P, Q) to c g ∈ Hom F (P, Q). (C) For all ϕ ∈ Mor T (P, Q) and all g ∈ P, the diagram
] is finite and prime to p.
. Then there is ϕ ∈ Mor T (P, S) such that ϕ n = ϕ • ε P n ,P (1) for all n ≥ 1.
A centric linking system associated to a saturated fusion system F is a transporter system L such that Ob(L) is the collection of all F -centric subgroups of S and E(P) = Z(P) for all P ∈ Ob(L).
, where S is a discrete p-toral group, F is a saturated fusion system over S, and L is a centric linking system associated to F . The classifying space of a p-local compact group G is the p-completed nerve of L, denoted by BG = |L| ∧ p .
Finally, we recall the "bullet construction" on a p-local compact group. Definition 1.9. Let F be a saturated fusion system over a discrete p-toral group S. Set the following
(ii) For each P ≤ T,
and let I(P) 0 denote its maximal torus. (iii) For each P ≤ S, set P
[e] = {x p e | x ∈ P} ≤ T, and set
) 0 }.
be the full subcategory of F with object set Ob(F
The following summarizes the main properties of the "bullet construction".
) whose restriction to P is f . This way, the "bullet construction" makes P → P 
, it follows that x ∈ C S (P Let G = (S, F , L) be a p-local compact group. Define L as the category with
and with morphism sets Mor
as follows. The functor ε is the identity on objects, and the functor ρ is injective on objects.
The properties of (−)
• listed in Proposition 1.10 imply that these functors are well defined. Proof. By definition, L contains L as a full subcategory, and the functor (−)
. This functor has the same properties that the original functor (−)
has (see Proposition 1.10). After this observation, it is a routine task to check that L is indeed a transporter system, and that the inclusion L ⊆ L induces an equivalence between the realization of the corresponding nerves.
Isotypical equivalences and unstable Adams operations.
In this section we review the concept of isotypical equivalence, with particular interest on the unstable Adams operations for p-local compact groups originally introduced in [JLL11] . Definition 1.12. Let (T , ε, ρ) be a transporter system associated to a fusion system F . An automorphism Ψ : T → T is isotypical if Ψ(ε P (P)) = ε Ψ(P) (Ψ(P)) for each P ∈ Ob(T ).
Let Aut
I typ (T ) be the collection of isotypical automorphisms of T which send inclusions to inclusions. That is, Ψ ∈ Aut I typ (T ) if Ψ(ε P,Q (1)) = ε Ψ(P),Ψ(Q) (1) whenever P ≤ Q. The collection Aut I typ (T ) can be easily checked to be a group, see for instance [AOV10, Lemma 1.14] when T is a centric linking system. Notice also that if Ψ ∈ Aut I typ (T ), then Ψ induces an automorphism of S by restricting to the object S ∈ Ob(T ). By abuse of notation, we will denote the induced automorphism by Ψ ∈ Aut(S).
The elements of Aut L (S) induce isotypical automorphisms of L by conjugation, as follows. Fix ϕ ∈ Aut L (S), and define c ϕ by
) be a p-local compact group, and let L be the transporter system defined in (1). Then, every isotypical equivalence of L extends uniquely to an isotypical equivalence of L.
Proof. Let Ψ ∈ Aut I typ (L) and let ψ ∈ Aut(S) be the automorphism induced by Ψ. Then Ψ extends to L by the formulas
and
Clearly, this determines an isotypical equivalence Ψ of L. Suppose Ψ and Ψ ′ are two extensions of Ψ to L. Then their restrictions to L must agree, and thus Ψ = Ψ ′ since morphisms in L are monomorphisms and epimorphisms in the categorical sense (and every morphism in L is the restriction of some morphism in L).
We next review the definition of unstable Adams operations for p-local compact groups. Our definition corresponds to the definition of normal Adams operation in [JLL11, Definition 3.3], accordingly adapted to our notation. By (Z 
We will assume these properties for every unstable Adams operation without further mention.
1.2. Normalizers, centralizers, and related constructions. Let G = (S, F , L) be a p-local compact group. Let also A ≤ S and K ≤ Aut(A), and set
We have to check that, for each γ ∈ Hom F (P · A, S), there is an inclusion C S (γ(P · A)) ≤ γ(P · A). By [BLO03, Proposition A.2] (which applies here verbatim), the subgroup P is fully centralized in F , and there is some f ∈ Hom
where the last inequality holds since 
Proof. The proof of [BLO07, Lemma 6.2] applies in this case without any difference.
). In particular, we distinguish the following cases of special interest.
) be a p-local compact group, and let P ≤ S. Then P is fully F -centralized if and only if P
• is fully F -centralized. Furthermore, if this is the case then
Proof. Suppose first that P • is fully F -centralized. By Proposition 1.10 (v), we have
by Proposition 1.10 (v), and thus P is fully F -centralized since C S (Q) = γ(C S (P)).
Suppose otherwise that P is fully F -centralized. By Proposition 1.10 (v), we have
where the leftmost and rightmost equalities hold by Proposition 1.10 (v), and the equality in the middle holds since P is fully F -normalized. It follows that P • is fully F -centralized.
To finish the proof, suppose that P and P • are fully F -centralized, and consider C G (P) and
. Furthermore, by definition of ω, we have
Thus f is a morphism in C F (P •   ) , and
be a p-local compact group. Then, for each P ≤ S which is fully F -centralized, there is a sequence of finite subgroups P 0 ≤ P 1 ≤ . . . such that P = n≥0 P n and such that the following holds for all n ≥ 0.
(i) P n is fully F -centralized and P
Proof. Let P ≤ S. Since S is locally finite, so is P, and we can find some sequence of finite subgroups P 0 ≤ P 1 ≤ . . . such that P = n≥0 P n . Furthermore, there is some M ∈ N such that P
• n = P • for all n ≥ 0, and we may assume for simplicity that M = 0. By Lemma 1.22, P
• is fully F -centralized, and then so is P n , for all n ≥ 0. Furthermore,
and this finishes the proof.
, and let L be the linking system defined in (1). Then, for each
Proof. By Lemma 1.22, we have C G (P) = C G (P Proof. Suppose P is not fully F -normalized, and let f ∈ Hom F (N S (P), S) be such that f (P) is fully F -normalized. Set Q = f (P). By Proposition 1.10 (iv), we have
. Since Aut F (P) contains representatives of all the elements of Out F (P •   ) , it follows that γ • f factors as an automorphism of P followed by a conjugation by an element of N S (P • ), and in particular it follows that P is S-conjugate to R. Hence, P is fully F -normalized.
Next we recall the construction of the quotient of a transporter system by a normal discrete p-toral subgroup. This was already explored in [Gon13, Appendix A], and here we only recall the necessary definitions.
Let (T , ε, ρ) be a transporter system associated to a fusion system F , and let A ≤ S be an F -normal subgroup. If P, Q ≤ S are such that A ≤ P, Q, then each morphism f ∈ Hom F (P, Q) restricts to an automorphism of A, and hence it also induces a homomorphism ind( f ) : P/A → Q/A. For a subgroup P/A ≤ S/A, we will denote by P ≤ S the unique subgroup of S that contains A with image P/A through the projection S → S/A. Definition 1.26. The quotient of T by the F -normal subgroup A is the transporter system (T /A, ε, ρ) associated to the fusion system F /A, where
• F /A is the fusion system over S/A with morphism sets
• T /A is the category with object set {P/A ≤ S/A | A ≤ P ∈ Ob(T )} and morphism sets
The structural functors ε and ρ are induced by the structural functors in (T , ε, ρ). 
respectively. Then the following holds.
Proof. Clearly, all the F -centric subgroups of S must contain V, since V is abelian and F -central. Thus, for all P, Q ∈ Ob( L), it follows by axiom (C) of transporter systems that the left and right actions of V on Mor L (P, Q) (via composition with ε Q (V) and ε P (V) respectively) are the same. Since the proof is rather long, it is divided into steps for the reader's convenience.
Step 1. For each P ≤ S which contains V, set
In particular, N 0 S (P)/V = C S/V (P/V), and we claim that
Since F is saturated, every subgroup of S is F -conjugate to a fully F -normalized subgroup. Similarly, since F /V is saturated, every subgroup of S/V is F /V-conjugate to a fully F /V-centralized subgroup. Thus it is enough to show the following: if P, Q ≤ S are F -conjugate subgroups such that P/V is fully F /V-centralized and Q is fully Fnormalized, then Q/V is fully F /V-centralized and Γ P ≤ Aut S (P).
By definition Γ Q is a normal discrete p-toral subgroup of Aut F (Q). Furthermore, since Q is fully F -normalized we have Aut S (Q) ∈ Syl p (Aut F (Q)), and thus Γ Q ≤ Aut S (Q). By axiom (II) of saturated fusion systems, every automorphism f ∈ Iso F (P, Q) extends to some γ ∈ Hom F (N 0 S (P), N 0 S (Q)), which in turn factors through a homomorphism
Since P/V is fully F /V-centralized, it follows that γ is an isomorphism and Q/V is also fully F /V-centralized. Furthermore, γ must be an isomorphism too, and thus Γ P ≤ Aut S (P).
Step 2. The category ( L/V) c is a centric linking system associated to F /V. By definition, ( L/V) c is a transporter system associated to F /V, and we only have to check that the group
, and consider the following commutative diagram
where ρ P,Q and ρ P/V,Q/V denote the corresponding structural functors in the transporter systems L and L/V, respectively. The map τ is the orbit map of the action of V on Mor L (P, Q), and the map ω is the orbit map of the action of Γ P on Hom F (P, Q). Notice also that ρ P,Q is the orbit map of the action of C S (P), by Corollary 1.24, and this implies that E(P/V) is a discrete p-toral group. Since P/V is F /V-centric, in particular it is fully F /V-centralized, and thus Z(P/V) ∈ Syl p (E(P/V)), which implies that E(P/V) = Z(P/V).
Step 
c | is still a fibration sequence after p-completion.
Step
but not in L 0 . In particular, P is F -centric, and V ≤ P, but P/V is not F /V-centric. By replacing P by a conjugate if necessary, we may assume that C S/V (P/V) Z(P/V), and thus there is some gV ∈ S/V such that gV P/V and [gV, P/V] = 1. Equivalently, there is some g ∈ S such that g P and [g, P] = V. Furthermore, c G ∈ Aut F (P) cannot be an inner automorphism, because if this was the case then c g = c x for some x ∈ P, and gx −1 ∈ C S (P) \ P = ∅, since P is F -centric. Thus c g is a nontrivial element of Ker(Out F (P) → Out F /V (P/V)), and thus P is not F -radical. In other words, we have shown that L 0 contains all F -centric F -radical subgroups. By [BLO12, Corollary A.10] the inclusion
Families of unstable Adams operations
In this section we prove Theorem A. In fact, we prove something stronger: every unstable Adams operation on a p-local compact group determines an approximation by p-local finite groups. Our argument is just a simplification of the argument in [Gon12] , and the only difference is Proposition 2.12, the missing step in [Gon12] to achieve a proof of Theorem A. We have opted to include here the proofs of the main results that we use from [Gon12] for the sake of completion. However, in order to simplify the exposition, we do not include the proofs of auxiliary results, for which we provide the necessary references.
Notation 2.1. Let G = (S, F , L) be a p-local compact group, and let L be the transporter system defined in (1). In view of Propositions 1.11 and 1.14 and Corollary 1.24, for the remainder of this paper we will work with the transporter system L instead of the centric linking system L. Furthermore, in order to simplify the notation, the transporter system L will be denoted by L from now on, without any further mention.
Let G = (S, F , L) be a p-local compact group, and let {L i } i≥0 be a family of (finite)
Mor(L i ).
Notice that this defines a subcategory of L, but this is not a transporter subsystem in general, since axiom (III) is not satisfied. Define the closure of i≥0 L i in L as the smallest transporter subsystem T of L (if it exists) that contains i≥0 L i and satisfies ( ‡) If ϕ ∈ Mor T (P, Q), then there exists some M ∈ N such that, for all i ≥ 0, there are objects P i , Q i ∈ Ob(L i ) and morphisms ϕ i ∈ Mor L i (P i , Q i ), such that P = i≥M P i and Q = i≥M Q i , and ε(1)
Definition 2.2. Let G = (S, F , L) be a p-local compact group. An approximation of G by p-local finite groups is a family {(S i , F i , L i )} i≥0 such that the following conditions are satisfied.
(i) For each i, S i is a finite p-group and F i is a saturated fusion system over S i .
Lemma 2.3. Let G = (S, F , L) be a p-local compact group, and suppose G admits an approximation by p-local finite groups {(S
Proof. We show that hocolim|L i | ≃ |L|, which implies the statement.
Step 1. Let I be the category of natural ordinals, with objects Ob(I) = {i ∈ N }, and where the morphism set Mor I (i, j) is {σ i, j } if i ≤ j, or empty otherwise. Define a functor
, is the category with object set
The morphism sets Mor G(Θ) ((i, P), (j, Q)) are empty whenever j < i. Otherwise they consist of the pairs (σ i, j , ϕ), with ϕ ∈ Mor L j (P, Q). By [Tho79, Theorem 1.2], we have a homotopy equivalence hocolim|L i | ≃ |G(Θ)|.
Step 2. Consider the projection functor τ : G(Θ) → i≥0 L i that sends an object (i, P) to τ(i, P) = P, and a morphism (σ i, j , ϕ) to τ(σ i, j , ϕ) = ϕ. We claim that this functor induces an equivalence between the corresponding nerves. For each P ∈ Ob( i≥0 L i ), let τ/P be the category with object set
By [Qui73, Theorem A and Corollary 2], it is enough to check that the undercategory τ/P is filtering for each P ∈ Ob( i≥0 L i ). More specifically, we have to show that τ/P is not empty, which is clear, and that (1) given objects a 1 , a 2 , there is another object b and morphisms a 1
Let ((j, Q), ϕ), ((k, R) , ψ) ∈ Ob(τ/P), and let k = max{i, j}. Then condition (a) is holds with
Regarding condition (b), notice that Mor τ/P (((j, Q), ϕ), ((k, R), ψ)) is either empty, or contains a single morphism, since morphisms in L are monomorphisms and epimorphisms in the categorical sense. Thus τ/P is filtering for all P ∈ i≥0 L i , and τ induces an equivalence
Step 3. To finish the proof we have to show that the inclusion i≥0 L i ⊆ L induces an equivalence between the corresponding nerves. Consider the inclusion functor ι : i≥0 L i → L. Again, we show that this functor induces an equivalence of nerves by using undercategories, as above. For each P ∈ Ob(L), the undercategory ι/P has object set
Again, we show that ι/P is a filtering category.
Since L is the closure of i≥0 L i , there is some X ∈ Ob( i≥0 L i ), with X ≤ P, such that ϕ and ψ restrict to morphisms ϕ : Q → X and ψ : R → X in i≥0 L i . Thus, condition (a) of filtering categories is satisfied with
Regarding condition (b), again we have that Mor ι/P ((Q, ϕ), (R, ψ)) is either empty or contains a single object. Thus ι/P is filtering for all P ∈ Ob(L), and | i≥0 L i | ≃ |L|.
Remark 2.4. Suppose the p-local compact group G admits an approximation by p-local finite groups {(S
be the centric linking system associated to Definition 2.5. Let G = (S, F , L) be a p-local compact group, and let Ψ ∈ Aut 
, and suppose P,
Proof. For part (i), let P ≤ S Ψ
, and let Q ∈ P S . Let also g ∈ Q and x ∈ N S (Q, P), and set
Since the argument works for any g ∈ Q and any x ∈ N S (Q, P), part (i) follows.
), and (ii) follows easily.
Hypothesis 2.7. For the rest of this section fix a p-local compact group G = (S, F , L). Fix also an unstable Adams operation Ψ on G, and set the following.
(a) Ψ 0 = Ψ, and
Note that the functor (−)
• defines a bijection from Γ i to Ω i . Thus, it is equivalent to define
Define L i as the category with object set
Notice that there is some M ∈ N such that, for all i ≥ M, S
• i = S, which implies that S i ∈ Ob(L i ), and in particular L i is not empty. For simplicity we may assume that M = 0. Let also F i be the fusion system over S i generated by the restriction of
as the obvious restrictions of the structural functors ε : T Ob(L) (S) → L and ρ : L → F . We start by listing some basic properties.
Proposition 2.8. The following holds. Proof. Axioms (A1), (A2), (B) and (C) follow immediately by definition of L i as a subcategory of L. Also, for all P ∈ Ob(L i ) we have Ker(Aut L (P) → Aut F (P)) = ε P (Z(P • )) by Corollary 1.24, and thus
In other words, if L i is a transporter system, then it is a linking system. We deal with axioms (I) and (II) of transporter systems in separate steps for the reader's convenience.
Step 1. There exists some M ∈ N such that, for all i ≥ M, L i satisfies axiom (I) of transporter systems: the group Out F i (S i ) has trivial Sylow p-subgroup. 
where
. Furthermore, note that the restrictions res :
, and axiom (I) follows since {1} ∈ Syl p (Out F (S)).
Step 2. There exists some M ∈ N such that, for all i ≥ M, L i satisfies axiom (II) of transporter systems: let ϕ ∈ Iso L i (P, Q), P ⊳ P ≤ S i , and Q ⊳ Q ≤ S i be such that
Using the functor (−)
• in L, it is equivalent to show the following. There is some M ∈ N such that, for all i ≥ M, the following holds:
Fix sets of representatives in L as follows.
(1) P = {X 1 , . . . , X l } is a set of representatives of the S-conjugacy classes in Ob(L •   ) .
By Proposition 2.8 (i) and (ii), there exists some M ∈ N such that, for all i ≥ M, P ⊆ Ω i and each morphisms in M is Ψ i -invariant. Again by Proposition 2.8 (i) and (ii), there is some M ∈ N such that, for all i ≥ M, each of the morphisms in M restricts to a morphism in L i .
Then, by (2) above and Lemma 2.6 (ii), there exist ψ ∈ M, and elements a ∈ N S (X,
, and let ψ ∈ M be the extension of ψ fixed in (3) above. Let also
).
By [BLO07, Lemma 4.3] (extensions of morphisms in L are unique), and since ϕ is Ψ iinvariant, it follows that ϕ is Ψ i -invariant. Thus L i satisfies axiom (II) of transporter systems.
For simplicity, we may assume that the degree of Ψ is high enough so that (L i , ε i , ρ i ) is a transporter system for all i ≥ 0 (we just have to replace Ψ by Ψ M , with M as in 2.9).
Corollary 2.10. For all i
Proof. The fusion system F i is Ob(L i )-generated by definition, and the Ob(L i )-saturation follows by [OV07, Proposition 3.6].
Proposition 2.11. Let P ≤ S i be such that P Γ i . Then P F cr i .
Proof. Suppose P is F i -centric. Since P Γ i , we have P P
• ∩ S i de f = Q. Notice that the functor (−)
• induces an inclusion Aut F i (P) ≤ Aut F i (Q). Consider the subgroup A = {c x ∈ Aut F i (P) | x ∈ N Q (P)}. Via the above inclusion, we have
Since P Q, it follows that P N Q (P), and hence Inn(Q) A, since P is F i -centric by hypothesis. The group Aut F i (P), seen as a subgroup of Aut F i (Q), normalizes Inn(Q), and thus A ⊳ Aut F i (P), and
This finishes the proof. 
. Since P is finite, we can order the elements of P as P = {X 1 , . . . , X l }, according to the following rules.
(1) |X j | ≥ |X j+1 | for all j; and
By Proposition 2.8 (i) there is some M ∈ N such that P ⊆ Ω i for all i ≥ M.
For each P ∈ P, we show now that there is some
. We proceed by induction on P. Since this set is finite, after finitely many steps the statement will be proved. Let P ∈ P, and suppose the statement has been proved for all the predecessors of P in P. Set Z = C T (P), and note that if R ∈ P T then C T (R) = C T (P). Case 1. Suppose that Z is fully normalized and central in F . Since P F c , there are sequences U 0 = P, U 1 , . . . , U n ≤ S, and V 1 , . . . , V n ∈ Ω i ∩ Ob(L), and automorphisms ϕ j ∈ Aut L (V j ), j = 1, . . . , n, such that
By Proposition 2.8 (i) and (ii) there exists some M P ∈ N such that, for all i ≥ M P , we have U j , V j ∈ Ω i , and ϕ j is Ψ i -invariant, for j = 1, . . . , n. Thus the automorphisms ϕ j restrict to automorphisms ϕ j ∈ Aut L i (V j ∩ S i ), and the composition of the ρ i (ϕ j ) defines a morphism from P ∩ S i to U n ∩ S i . Condition (3) above, together with Proposition 1.10 (v), implies that
Let i ≥ M P , and let R ∈ P T ∩ Ω i . By Proposition 2.8 (iii) the subgroups R ∩ S i and P ∩ S i are S-conjugate to each other. Fix some x ∈ N S (R ∩ S i , P ∩ S i ) and set
Notice that for all j = 1, . . . , n, V j and
and thus K j ∈ Ω i (and thus
and thus ψ j is Ψ i -invariant by Lemma 2.6 (ii). In particular ψ j restricts to an automorphism
Case 2. Suppose that Z is fully centralized in F , but not central in F . In this case, consider the centralizer p-local compact group
Since P is not centric in F , it is also not centric in C F (Z) by Lemma 1.19. Note also that
By Lemma 1.19, the subgroups V j are such that
, and thus we may assume that Z ≤ V j for all j = 1, . . . , n. Note that we can consider the automorphisms ϕ j as morphisms in L, by definition of C G (Z). By Proposition 2.8 (ii) there is some M P ∈ N such that, for all i ≥ M P , the morphisms ϕ j are Ψ i -invariant.
Let i ≥ M P and let R ∈ P T ∩ Ω i . Since C T (R) = C T (P), we have R ≤ C S (Z). By Proposition 2.8 (iii), the subgroups P∩S i and R∩S i are conjugate to each other, so let x ∈ N S (R∩S i , P∩S i ). By Proposition 1.10 (iv), x ∈ N S (R, P), and thus x ∈ N S (Z), since Z = C T (P) = C T (R).
For each j = 1, . . . , n, set the following.
Since R ∩ S i is S-conjugate to P ∩ S i , it follows from Lemma 2.6 (i) that
where C T (R∩S i ) = C T (R) by Proposition 1.10 (v), since R ∈ Ω i and this means that (R∩S i ) • = R. Also, since x ∈ N S (Z), it follows that K j ≤ C S (Z) and by definition ψ j ∈ Aut C L (Z) (K j ), for all j. Thus, another application of Lemma 2.6 implies that K j ∈ Ω i and ψ j is Ψ i -invariant for all j. In particular, ψ j restricts to ψ j ∈ Aut L i (K j ∩ S i ) for each j.
By definition we have
by Proposition 2.8 (v), and R ∩ S i is not F i -centric. Case 3. Suppose that Z is not fully centralized in F . If Z P then Z R for any R ∈ P S , and thus C S i (R ∩ S i ) R ∩ S i for all i ≥ 0 and all R ∈ P S ∩ Ω i , by Proposition 2.8 (iv).
Suppose that Z ≤ P, and let
Hence, since S contains finitely many subgroups of maximal rank, there is some M P ∈ N such that, for all i ≥ M P , the object X k is in Ω i and the morphism φ k restricts to a morphism in Aut L i (X k ∩ S i ).
Let i ≥ M P and let R ∈ P T . Then P, R ≤ N S (Z) ≤ X 1 , since Z ≤ P, R, and thus f restricts to morphisms f | P :
In this case, it follows by Proposition 2.8 (iv) that 
is an approximation of G by p-local finite groups.
Proof. By Propositions 2.9, 2.11 and 2.12, the set Ob(L i ) contains all the F i -centric, F i -radical subgroups. Furthermore, F i is Ob(L i )-generated and Ob(L i )-saturated by Corollary 2.10, and thus by Theorem 1.6 the fusion system F i is saturated. This proves condition (i) of Definition 2.2. By Proposition 2.9 the category L i is a linking system, and by Corollary 1.24 we have Ob(
which corresponds to condition (ii) of Definition 2.2. Condition (iii) follows by construction, since we have L i ⊆ L i+1 ⊆ L for all i, and we have to check condition (iv): the closure of i≥0 L i in L is L itself. Let T ⊆ L be a transporter subsystem that contains i≥0 L i and satisfies condition ( ‡). Let also P, Q ∈ Ob(L) and ϕ ∈ Mor L (P, Q). Then by Proposition 2.8 (i) and (ii), there is some M ∈ N such that, for all i ≥ M, P ∩ S i , Q ∩ S i ∈ Ob(L i ), and the
follows that P i , Q i ∈ Ob(T ) and ϕ i ∈ Mor(T ), and by axiom (III) of transporter systems, it follows that ϕ ∈ Mor(T ). Thus T = L, and L is the closure of i≥0 L i .
Remark 2.14. Let G = (S, F , L) be a p-local compact group, and let {(S i , F i , L i )} i≥0 be an approximation of G by p-local finite groups. Let also F 
An example.
In this section we analyze our constructions in detail on a specific example: the 2-local compact group associated to SO(3). In particular, this example shows that there are approximations by p-local finite groups that do not appear as fixed points of any (family of) unstable Adams operation.
Let us first fix some notation and facts. The reader is referred to [Gon13, Example 3.7] for further details. Let G = (S, F , L) be the 2-local compact group associated to SO(3).
with maximal torus T = {t n } n≥1 ≤ S. Set also V = t 1 , x Z/2 × Z/2. Then F is generated by Aut F (S) = Inn(S) and Aut F (V) = Aut(V) Σ 3 . Regarding the linking system L, the only centric radical subgroups (up to S-conjugation) are S and V, with 
and we have to determine the group Aut
be an automorphism of order 3 that conjugates t 1 to x. An easy computation in S shows that there is some
These computations imply that, for all i,
is the 2-local finite group associated to Aut(PSL 2 (F q )), where q is some power of some odd prime p.
Let now (S i , E i , T i ) be the 2-local finite group associated to PSL 2 (F q ). This 2-local finite group is determined by Aut T i (S i ) = S i and Aut T i (V) Σ 4 Aut T i (W i ). Our computations above show that (S i , E i , T i ) cannot appear as the fixed points of (S, F , L) under the action of any unstable Adams operation. On the other hand, it is a well-know fact that {(S i , E i , T i )} i≥0 also forms an approximation of (S, F , L) by 2-local finite groups.
Stable Elements Theorem for p-local compact groups
In this section we use the approximations constructed in the previous section to prove a version of the Stable Elements Theorem for p-local compact groups ([BLO03, Theorem 5.8] for p-local finite groups).
(F ).
This finishes the proof.
Theorem C, which we restate as Theorem 3.3 below, follows easily from the Stable Elements Theorem. Proof. Let {(S i , F i , L i )} i≥0 be an approximation of G by p-local finite groups. Since R is strongly F -closed, it follows that R i is strongly F i -closed for all i ≥ 0, and thus by [DR14, Theorem 1.1] there is a spectral sequence with second page
where all the vertical arrows are inclusions. As a consequence, for all n, m ≥ 0, we have morphisms
, an easy computation reveals that the above restricts to
Thus, the spectral sequence in the statement is simply the inverse limit of the spectral sequences (4 
is the p-local finite group associated to S i , for all i, and it follows easily that G is the p-local compact group associated to the group S.
Mapping spaces
In this section we describe the mapping space Map(BP, BG), where P is a discrete p-toral group and G is a p-local compact group, in terms of centralizers in G of subgroups of S. Such mapping spaces where described in [BLO07] in some particular cases (roughly speaking when P ≤ S is centric), and in full generality in [BLO03] when P is a finite p-group and G is a p-local finite group. Our proof follows the same lines as the proof in [BLO03] .
Let G = (S, F , L) be a p-local compact group, and let H * (F ) ⊆ H * (BS) be the subring of stable elements for F . Let E ≤ S be an elementary abelian subgroup which is fully F -centralized, and let j E : H * Here, C G (γ(P)) is the centralizer p-local compact group of γ(P) described in 1.21. In particular, the above statement says that Map(BP, BG) Bγ is the classifying space of a p-local compact group.
Let G be a p-local compact group, and let P ≤ S be fully F -centralized. Let also C G (P) = (C S (P), C F (P), C L (P)) be the centralizer p-local compact group of P in G, and define a functor Γ = Γ L,P : C L (P) × B(P) −→ L by setting Γ(Q, • P ) = QP for all objects Q in C L (P), and by Γ((ϕ, g) : (Q, • P ) → (R, • P )) = ϕ • ε(g) = ε(g) • ϕ, where the last equality holds by axiom (C) of transporter systems, since ϕ is the identity on P by definition of C L (P). We can consider the adjoint of the induced map |Γ|, 
Thus, it suffices to prove the statement when P ≤ S is fully F -centralized and γ is the inclusion. The proof is divided into several steps for the reader's convenience.
Case 1. Suppose that P is elementary abelian. In this case, by Theorem 0.5 [Lan92] , it is enough to prove that Γ L,P induces an isomorphism Case 2. Suppose that Q is a normal subgroup of F , that is, N F (P) = F . Let L 0 ⊆ L be the full subcategory whose objects are the subgroups Q ≤ S such that C Q (P) is C F (P)-centric. As shown in (the proof of) [BLO03, Theorem 6 .3], the object set of this category contains all F -centric F -radical subgroups, and hence by [BLO12, Corollary A.10 ] the inclusion L 0 ⊆ L induces a homotopy equivalence of classifying spaces.
Let (L 0 ) P,Id be the category with object set the pairs (Q, α), for Q in L 0 and α ∈ Hom F (P, Q) and such that Fix a subgroup V ≤ P ∩ Z(N S (P)) of order p, and note that in particular N S (P) ≤ C S (V). By [BLO12, Lemma 2.2 (b)], there exists some ω ∈ Hom F (N S (V), S) such that ω(V) is fully F -centralized. Hence, there is an inequality |N S (ω(P))| ≥ |N S (P)| which is in fact an equality since we are assuming P to be fully F -normalized.
We may replace P and V by ω(P) and ω(V), and assume that V is fully F -centralized and P is fully F -normalized. Furthermore, since N S (P) = N C S (V) (P), P is fully normalized in the saturated fusion system C F (V).
By Case 1, the map BC G (V) ⊆ BG, induced by the inclusion C L (V) ⊆ L, induces a homotopy equivalence Map(BV, BC L (V)) incl ≃ Map(BV, BG) incl , and hence also a homotopy equivalence Map(EP/V, BC G (V)) incl ≃ − − − → Map(EP/V, BG) incl which is P/V-equivariant. This is still a homotopy equivalence after considering homotopy fixed point sets, and thus we obtain another homotopy equivalence We can suppose that L = C L (V), and hence that V is central in L. Let G/V be the quotient of G by V, as described in Subsection 1.2. In particular, F /V is a saturated fusion system on S/V, and L/V is a transporter system. Consider the full subcategories L 0 ⊆ L and (L/V)we combine our finite approximations of p-local compact groups with results of [CL09] about representations of p-local finite groups and results of [CC13] about representations of p-local compact groups. Let us recall some definitions before we state the main result of this section. Proof. Let G = (S, F , L) be a p-local compact group, and let {G i = (S i , F i , L i )} i≥0 be an approximation of G by p-local finite groups. We may assume that properties Remark 2.14 (a) and (b) hold for all i ≥ 0, namely
